
 The Thr� Little Pigs
A Multisens�y Adventure!

  



Heal� & Safety Disclaimer

www.rhymingmultisensorystories.com

The author has used their best efforts in preparing this story and makes no representation or warranties with

respect to the accuracy, applicability, �tness or completeness to the contents. The information in this story is for

pleasure and educational purposes only. If you wish to apply any ideas contained in this book you are taking full

responsibility for your actions. If you are in any doubt regarding undertaking any activity or using a prop then seek

advice before starting.

 Before we join the Three Little Pigs on their adventure we have to complete our health and safety checks.

Please read the  information below.



This booklet will guide you and the story participator through a multisensory exploration of The Three Little Pigs.

You will �nd a   section at the back of this booklet.Q & A

The Three Little Pigs - A Rhyming Multisensory Story Copyright © Victoria Navin 2020 All Rights Reserved.

 The interactions should be led by the story participant who should be allowed to participate without

expectation. Never force stimuli and stop the activity if the story participant shows signs they are not enjoying the

activity.

 This is NOT a toy. 

 Not suitable for children under the age of 3. 





 These activities are designed to be led and supervised by a responsible adult at all times.

 Be aware of choking hazards. 

 Check the ingredients in any items you may be using for potential food or skin allergies or reactions. If you see

any signs of redness, swelling or other symptoms of a suspected reaction seek immediate medical advice.
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Preparing to M�t �e Pigs
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Congratulations!  You have passed your health & safety check.

Let's prepare to meet the pigs!



Checklist of Resources (Story Props)

Recording device such as a BIGmack, Talking Tile, dictaphone or mobile phone.  

Straw/Dried Grass/Hay /Shredded Wheat/dried vermicelli/dried noodles 

Lego/Duplo/Stickle Bricks/Wooden Blocks 

Tissue Paper/Drinking Straw/Feathers /Blowing Bubbles /Party Blowers /Harmonica  

Battery Operated/Manual/Paper or Card Fan/Balloon or Bicycle Pump/Bellows/Foot Pump 

Twigs/Sticks/Twiglets/Breadsticks/Cinnamon Sticks/Wooden Lollipop or Craft Sticks  

Torch/Triangle Stickers   

 

 You will not need all of the items listed. 

There are different prop options within the story, you can also add your own!
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How to Te� a Multisens�y St�y
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 Choose a quiet, distraction free place that is comfortable for you and the story participator, who from now on,

for ease of reading, I will refer to as the 'l '



earner

 Set out your resources where they are easily accessible to you but out of reach and sight of the learner.

 Place the �rst story prop into the story bag.

 The story is set out in a three column table format:

 

Read each sentence of the  slowly and clearly, introducing the story as the corresponding word

(highlighted in  lettering) of the sentence appears. Provide the 



'STORY'                                          'PROP'                                                    'SENSORY EXPERIENCE'

STORY PROP 

red SENSORY EXPERIENCE.

 Allow the learner time to engage their senses exploring the prop and to process the sensory experience. This

will give you plenty of time to place the next prop into the story bag.



 Use a variety of facial expressions, gestures and animated voices to add interest and communicate meaning.

 Work through the story at the learner's pace. It should be a relaxing and enjoyable experience for you both. You

do not have to complete the story in one sitting. You can explore one or two sentences adding to the story in the

next sitting. It may take several sessions to complete the story.



 Repetition is the key! The more exposure the learner has to the story, the more familiar they will become with

it.



 Focus on having fun and it will become an educational experience!
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The Thr� Little Pigs- New Digs!
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STORY PROP  SENSORY EXPERIENCE

This is the story of the Three
Little Pigs

They left home so they needed
new digs

Makaton sign Pig

Pig squeal sound
effect

To sign  using Makaton, make a small �st, raise it
to the tip of your nose then make a small circular
movement.

‘Pig’

The sound effect can be pre-recorded on a device
such as a BIGmack, Talking Tile, dictaphone or mobile
phone. 

Can the learner communicate a request to listen to
the squeal sound effect ‘again’?pig 

Can the learner activate the device independently?

Can the learner imitate the sound?

 Alternatively, to make a  squeal noise, breathe
in, tighten the throat sucking in air whilst saying a
raspy ‘ee’

  pig
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The Thr� Little Pigs - The Straw House
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STORY         PROP  SENSORY EXPERIENCE

The �rst pig build a house of straw

With a bright yellow roof and a
thatched front door

Hay
Straw

Dried Grass

Engage the learner’s sense of touch as they explore
the coarse feel of the straw/hay/dried grass’

Engage the learner’s sense of smell as they
experience the tangy, fruity, fresh smelling
straw/hay/dried grass.

‘Sprinkle’ the from above
using your �ngers and thumb.

straw/hay/dried grass 

Can the learner copy the action?

Can the learner track the strands as they fall
downwards?
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The Thr� Little Pigs - The Wolf
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STORY

Along came the with his long
pointy jaw

wolf 

He knocked at the door with his fat,
furry paw.

PROP

Makaton sign for
wolf 

Wooden blocks

SENSORY EXPERIENCE

To sign using Makaton, make a ‘snout’ shape by
pulling your hand away from your nose as you close
the �ngers and thumb together.

wolf 

Tap the wooden blocks together four times or
on the table.knock 

Can the learner copy the action?

Can the learner count to four as they tap or ?knock
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The Thr� Little Pigs - 'I'� Huff & I'� Puff'
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He and he
 with a

growl and a
frown

huffed 
puffed

The house made
of straw came
tumbling down

Tissue Paper
Feathers
Blowing Bubbles
Party Blowers
Harmonica/Recorder

Straw/Hay/Dried
Grass/Shredded
Wheat
Drinking Straw

Battery operated/
hand-pressure mini
fan or folded fan

 
 

Balloon 
Balloon/Bicycle
Pump 

  Alternative
activity if the
listener is unable to
blow

Encourage the learner to explore the action of  
experimenting with the different props. Start with the lightest
objects (  building up to the .

blowing

feathers/tissue paper harmonica/recorder

Explore the cause and effect of the
moving as the learner  air through the drinking straw.

 straw/hay/dried grass/shredded
wheat  blows

Can the learner activate the  to the 
across the table or lap tray?

fans ‘blow’ straw/hay/dried
grass/shredded wheat 

Gently direct the air �ow from the at the
learner’s hands/feet/hair/face for them to feel the air �ow.

balloon/bicycle pump 

 the balloon using the balloon/bicycle pump building
anticipation before releasing it for the learner to track.
In�ate

Focus on building anticipation skills though burst/pause actions.
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The Thr� Little Pigs - The Stick House
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The second pig built a house of
sticks 

To keep that pesky wolf from his
tricks

Twigs
Sticks

Breadsticks
Twiglets
Cinnamon
Sticks

Engage the learner’s sense of touch to explore the properties of
the slender twigs and .
Do the bend or snap? Are they smooth or rugged? Are they
forked or straight?
Draw the learner's attention to the earthy smell of the sticks.

sticks

Engage the learner’s sense of smell and taste, present the
twiglets/breadsticks/cinnamon sticks for exploration.

Does the learner show a preference?
Can the learner communicate a request for 'more'?
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The Thr� Little Pigs - The Wolf Returns
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Along came
the  who
was licking
his lips

wolf

He scratched
at the sticks
with his
sharp
�ngertips

‘  sound
effect*
Howling wolf'

(*This can be pre-recorded
on a device such as a
BIGmack, Talking Tile,
Dictaphone or mobile
phone.)

Torch

Triangle stickers

Play the recording of the on your chosen recording
device. 

howling wolf 

Can the learner communicate a request to listen to the sound
‘again’?

Can the learner activate the device independently?

 To like a wolf, open your mouth wide, say ‘ay’ then purse
your lips as you say ‘ooooh’

howl 

Can the learner imitate the noise?

Cut out small paper triangles to resemble teeth. Stick the
triangles around the head of the torch. Dim the lights then shine
the torch onto a wall to cast a shadow.

Alternatively, cover one end of a cardboard tube with cling�lm,
draw teeth onto the cling�lm with a marker pen. Give the tube to
the learner to hold, then shine the torch through the open end
onto their lap tray or the table.
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Thr� Thr� Little Pigs - 'I'� Huff & I'� Puff'
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He huffed and he
, with a growl

and a frown
puffed

The house made of
sticks came
tumbling down

Light, thin
Twigs/Sticks/Lollipop
sticks/Twiglets
Cinnamon Sticks

Battery operated/
Hand-presure mini
fan or folding fan

Balloon Pump
Bicycle Pump
Bellows
Foot Pump

Place the sticks into a pile. Can the learner blow
the 
down using their breath?
Do they have to blow harder to move the sticks than they did
with the straw?

sticks/twigs/lollipop sticks/Twiglets/cinnamon sticks

Can the learner use the balloon/bicycle pump/bellows/foot pump
to  blow the 

 across their lap tray or table.
sticks/twigs/lollipop sticks/Twiglets/cinnamon

sticks

Can the learner blow the 
using a ?

twigs/sticks/lollipop
sticks/Twiglets/cinnamon sticks fan
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The Thr� Little Pigs - The Brick House
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The third pig built a
house made of  bricks

As they were much
stronger than straw or
sticks

Makaton sign for
bricks

Lego
bricks/Duplo/Stickle
bricks/Wooden
blocks

To sign using Makaton, make two �sts, and in an
upward motion place one �st on top of the other four times in
a ‘stacking’ motion.

'bricks' 

Gently tap the  together for the learner to hear.bricks/blocks

Engage the learner’s sense of touch encouraging exploration of
the bricks properties, their solid shape, edges and corners.

Can the learner use their �ne motor skills to stack the bricks to
build a tower?

Can the learner knock the tower down to the count of three or
cue of ‘Ready, Steady....Go!’
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The Thr� Little Pigs - Along Came �e Wolf
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Along came the wolf.

He huffed and he puffed, and
he huffed and he puffed

...until he gave up as he knew
he was stuffed!

‘Let me in’ said the wolf, ‘I just
want to be friends’ and this is
how our story ends!

‘  sound effect*Howling wolf’

(*This can be pre-recorded on a device
such as a BIGmack, Talking Tile,
dictaphone or mobile phone.)

Balloon/Bicycle Pump/Bellows
Lego Bricks/Duplo/Stickle Bricks

Battery operated fan/Hand-pressure
mini fan/folded fan*

*make a  by folding card or paperfan

Makaton sign 'friends'

Play the recording of the ‘howling
wolf’

Can the learner communicate a
request to listen to the sound
‘again’?

Can the learner activate the device
independently?

Make your own sound
effect by using a high-pitched
voice to say ‘ay...ooooh’

wolf howl 

Can the learner imitate the noise?

Can the learner copy this action
independently and on cue?

Encourage the learner to use
different methods to ‘blow’ down
the tower of bricks.

To sign  using Makaton
hold your hands and shake them
as if shaking hands.

‘friends’

Present all the props used in the
story for the learner to freely
explore.
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The Thr� Little Pigs - Listening Game
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 A quick search on the internet will provide you with

access to a library of free audio clips and sound effects.



 These can be played via your phone, iPad, Kindle or

recorded to be played back on a Dictaphone or Talking Tile,

Multi Memo Recorder or other device.



 Play story-themed sound effects for the learner to

experience e.g. pig squeal, wolf howling, wind blowing, door

knocking, building site sounds, sticks snapping.



 Can the learner communicate a request for 'more' to listen

to a motivating sound again? 

 Can the learner activate the listening device

independently? 

 Can the learner imitate the noise? 

 Can the learner correctly identify the sound?

 Experiment with different levels of sound. 

 Take note of any preferences. 
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Thr� Little Pigs Themed Sens�y Bag
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 Choose a non-see through bag that is tactile and catches the eye and �ll with story related items (straw, pig,

sticks, cinnamon/bread stick, lego brick, fan, plastic teeth or fake fur to represent the wolf etc)



Sensory or feely bags are a cheap and fun way to engage the senses and develop language skills.

 Invite the learner to place their hand into the bag and select an item. 

 Encourage the learner to use their sense of smell, touch, hearing and taste to guess what the item is? (If the

learner is unsure then provide plenty of clues.)



 Build functional language skills by asking the learner to tell you or show you what you might do with the item

and where you might �nd it.  (If the learner is unsure, model what to do with the item and see if they can copy

your action.)



 Allow the learner time to explore the item and process the information then shake your bag again for them to

select another item.



 Keep language simple. Focus on phrases such as 'Choose' or 'Take one' when offering the bag to the learner to

select an item. Focus on the name of the object e.g 'straw', 'stick', 'pig' and two-word phrases e.g. 'red brick', 'pink

pig'.

Depending on the ability of the learner you may choose to add verbs such as blow, knock, build etc.



 Give the bag a gentle shake to gain the learner's attention.
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Sens�y Mud
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Experiment by adding oats and spices such as cinnamon, nutmeg or ginger.

Allow free exploration, supervising at all times.

 I cup of �our 

 2 tablespoons of cocoa powder

 Water 

Cinnamon/Nutmeg/Ginger

Gradually whisk in 3/4 cup of water. Add small amounts of water until you get a ‘mud’ consistency.









Method:

You Will need:
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The Thr� Little Pigs - Arts. Crafts & Design
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Encourage the development of imagination, self-expression and personal creativity.

Can the listener re-tell the story through a piece themed of artwork exploring the use of different mediums?

Brick wall rubbings.

Take large sheets of paper, lay over a brick wall then using crayons/charcoal/chalks rub over the top of the paper.
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The �r� Little pigs - Arts. Crafts & Design
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Stick House

Can the learner make a stick house using lollipop/craft sticks?

You could extend learning further by giving speci�c instructions for the learner to follow ('red roof', 'blue door' etc)
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Outdo� Learning
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Make a den using cardboard boxes and blankets.

Explore construction. Can the leaner build a small den using the materials?

Take your learning experience outdoors. 

Collect straw, hay, dried, grasses, twigs and sticks. Compare their properties using mathematical concepts

light/heavy, hard/soft/ thick/thin, long/short, curved/straight, hollow/solid, bendy/rigid, patterned/plain,

wide/narrow.
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The Thr� Little Pigs - Sens�y Bin
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       If you do not have straw/hay/dried grass or the learner does not like the sensory feedback from these items

then consider using shredded wheat, rice vermicelli or dried noodles.

    An alternative to sticks and twigs are Twiglets, breadsticks & cinnamon sticks.





A sensory bin/tray is a container �lled with themed items that provide a calming activity and the opportunity to 

learn through exploration whilst engaging the senses, meeting sensory needs.

Providing this experience enables you to identify preferred items and sensations that can be used as motivators or

to calm an individual when stressed. 

 Layer the base of a tray, bucket or paddling pool with straw/hay/dried grass  

 sticks/twigs/lollipop sticks

 Add items to aid exploration of the cause and effect of blowing: feathers/tissue

paper/recorder/whistle/bicycle/balloon pump/blowing bubbles/bellows/ balloons/hand held fan/battery operated

mini fan/card or paper fan.

 

   Scatter    

   Add duplo/lego/rubber/stickle/wooden bricks

 





This sensory play will develop �ne motor skills as the learner manipulates the objects, problem solving skills

through experimentation, creativity and imagination through exploration and build language and communication

skills
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O�er Titles in �is Series
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Rhyming Multisensory Stories connect individuals with special educational needs & disabilities to literature, topic

and culture in a way that is meaningful to their lives.

The are also suitable for EYFS, KS1 & EAL students.

Click Here to �nd out more!

Each story includes themed sensory extension activities linked to areas of the curriculum.
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Q & A
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Multisensory stories are aimed at individuals with special educational needs and learning disabilities from curious

preschoolers to teenagers with complex needs. The stories form an excellent base on which to scaffold learning

providing opportunities for the individual to work towards their personal learning goals and targets.   The stories

are also suitable for dementia patients in residential settings.

Are The St�ies Only F� Use In Educational Settings?
Absolutely not! The stories and poems are fully resourced, step by step guides, making them the perfect resource

for Parents, Siblings, Guardians, Childminders, Early Years Educators, Teachers, HLTA’s, TA's, Speech Therapists, Play

Therapists, Support Workers, Activity Coordinators, Storytellers, Librarians and anyone with an interest in exploring

storytelling through the senses in a fun and engaging way!

Why  Multisens�y St�ies?Rhyming

A multisensory story immerses the listener by telling a story using words and sensory stimuli (story props),

connecting the individual to culture and literature in a way that is motivating and meaningful to their lives.

Who Are Multisens�y St�ies F�?

What is a Multisens�y St�y?

The combination of sensory stimuli, listening to the rhyme and rhythm and the repetitive structure of the stories,

supports memory and aids learning, playing a crucial role in the development of early communication language

skills; joint attention, eye-contact, turn-taking, anticipation and the learning of concepts.
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Q & A
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Can Multisens�y St�ies Build Communication Ski�s?
Sensory stories are an excellent motivating tool for encouraging alternative communication systems, early

communication skills, Makaton, sign language and to facilitate PECS exchanges. The stories build the con�dence of

learners with speech impediments and communication dif�culties as they have a physical (story) prop to support

the words they are saying.

Storytelling builds a bond between the storyteller and the listener, enhancing well-being and enriching

experiences. Exposure to sensory stimuli allows the listener to engage with new experiences to calm and alert the

sensory system in a safe, therapeutic environment and use their senses to understand the world around them.

What Are The Bene�ts Of Multisens�y St�yte�ing?
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Q & A
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Get in Touch!
www.rhymingmultisensorystories.com   

 rhymingmultisensorystories@outlook.com   
   

 
Etsy Shop: 
Pinterest: 

Website: 
email:
Facebook: www.facebook.com/storytellingthroughthesenses
Twitter: @RhymingStories

www.etsy.com/shop/MultisensoryStories
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/rhymingmultisensorystories/rhyming-multisensory-

stories/
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The Thr� Little
Pigs

Join �e Thr� Little Pigs on a sens�y adventure wi� �is fu�y resourced, step by step,
rhyming multisens�y st�y wi� �emed extension activities.

Multisens�y st�ies te� a st�y �rough �e senses in a fun and engaging way using
props. The st�ies are adapted to suit a range of abilities from curious preschoolers to

t�nagers wi� complex n�ds.                

Rhyming Multisens�y St�ies 
Connecting individuals to literature, culture and topics in a way �at is meaningful to

�eir lives!  
F� m�e st�ies, poems, ideas and inspiration visit �e website: 

www.rhymingmultisens�yst�ies.com 

A Multisens�y Adventure
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